The
Constitution
Party

Our objectives
for the United
States of
America
The mission of the
Constitution Party is to
secure the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and
our posterity through the
election, at all levels of
government, of
Constitution Party
candidates who will
uphold the principles of
the Declaration of
Independence, the
Constitution of the United
States, and the Bill of
Rights. It is our goal to
limit the federal
government to its
delegated, enumerated,
Constitutional functions.
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Three Pillars

"There is nothing which I dread so
much as a division of the republic
into two great parties, each
arranged under its leader, and
concerting measures in opposition
to each other. This, in my humble
apprehension, is to be dreaded as
the greatest political evil under our
Constitution."
-John Adams

Integrity, Liberty,
& Prosperity!

Integrity
“I am sure that in estimating every
man's value either in private or
public life, a pure integrity is the
quality we take first into calculation,
and that learning, and talents are
only the second.”
-Thomas Jefferson
We are committed to restoring
honesty, integrity, and accountability
to government. Constitution Party
candidates will be strongly
encouraged to sign a contract with
the voters that lists the campaign
promises that they will guarantee to
accomplish while in office or face
consequences.

Liberty
“Those that can give up essential
liberty to gain a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty nor safety.”
-Benjamin Franklin
The Federal Government should only
be involved in government roles as
outlined in the Constitution. The best
government is local government. The
solution is to slowly and responsibly
transition America from ineffective
government programs to effective
non-government institutions. Our
solution will ensure that recipients of
current government programs are still
cared for but allows for more effective
solutions to be implemented.

Prosperity
“If a republican government fails to
secure public prosperity and
happiness, it must be because the
citizens neglect the divine
commands, and elect bad men to
make and administer the laws.”
-Noah Webster
Work at the federal, state, and (most
importantly) at the local level to
remove the strangling grip of
government taxes, fees, unneeded
regulations, and intrusion. Restore
True Capitalist laws and regulations
which promote competition, job
creation, clean manufacturing, new
technologies, and WEALTH.

